CONTEST RULES
Christmas 2017

ARTICLE 1: ORGANISING COMPANY
NA PALI, a simplified joint stock company with a capital of 59 096 100 €, registered with the Bayonne
trade register (RCS) under number 331 377 036, with its head office at 162 rue Belharra, in Saint Jean
de Luz, France (hereafter referred to as the “Organizing Company”), acting in its name and in the name
of its subsidiary EMERALD COAST, is holding a contest from December 1st at 8:00 am, French Time, to
December 23rd 2017 at 11:59 pm, French time, on the Quiksilver, Roxy and DC Shoes websites.
ARTICLE 2: CONDITIONS FOR PARTICIPATION
This game is open to any physical persons who is at least 16 years old during the year of the game,
residing in the United Kingdom, France, Austria, Belgium, Germany, Spain, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg,
the Netherlands, Portugal, Finland, Denmark and Switzerland (the “Countries”), except employees
(and their family members) of NA PALI, its subsidiaries, Quiksilver, Roxy and DC Shoes shops and any
company that has been involved in the concept of this Contest.
The Organizing Company draws attention to the fact that all participants shall be deemed to enter
under the control and with the consent of their parents or legal custodian(s) or guardian(s).
ARTICLE 3: CONDITIONS FOR ACCESS
To take part of the game, the contestant shall log onto Quiksilver, Roxy or DC Shoes websites between
December 1st at 8:00 am, French time, to December 23rd, 2017 at 11:59 pm, French time, and fill the
information required of the entry forms.
If a contestant submits multiple entries, only one entry will be taken into account for the second phase
of the game.
Any attempt to pirate the inscription system or repeated registration with wrong email address will
lead to disqualification of the contestants. Further to a control carried out after the registration of the
participant, the Organising Company reserves the right to disqualify a participant in the event of any
of the cases described above.
ARTICLE 4: SELECTION
1st Phase
Once the required information of the entry forms is duly filled, the contestant will immediately know
whether or not he won a price as defined in the article 5.1. The winners will be determined thanks to
a win-instant pre-determined system.
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2nd Phase
At the same time, the contestants will take part to a draw to win the prize defined in the article 5.2.
One draw will be organized for all contestants of Quiksilver, Roxy and DC Shoes websites of each
Countries.
The draw will be made by SCP MORAU, bailiff in Saint Jean de Luz (France) on January 3rd, 2018 among
the properly registered contestants (one list for each contestant of a brand).
The winner will be directly informed on his/her email address from where he/she has been entered.
No message will be sent to non-winning contestants.
It is well known that no claim could be accepted if the winner has entered a wrong email address, or if
he was not able to read his emails for any reason.
The winners shall authorize all checks regarding their identity and their domicile.
It is expressly agreed that the data in the information systems owned by the Organizing Company or
its technical service providers have evidentiary weight in terms of login data and in determining the
winners.
ARTICLE 5: PRIZES
5.1 Phase 1’s Prizes
According to a win-instant pre-parametered system, the software will pick:
Prizes
Bacpack
Wallet
Scarves
Beach bag
Bag
Scarves
Towels
Backpack
Watch
Solaire
Goggle
Total
Belts

Reference

Name

ERJBP03405-MCZ0
ERJAA03238-NKN6
ERJAA03251-WBT7
ERJBT03050-YEF0
ERJBP03409-BLA6
ERJAA03225-BTA3
ERJAA03219-BLA6
ERJBP03274-BMB6
ERJWA03021-YMH0
ERJEY03019-XKKY
ERJTG03035-WBB0

ROXY
SUGAR BAY BLOCK
MY LONG EYES J WLLT NKN6
TRUE ROMANCE J NKWR WBT7
SUN SEEKER J TOTE YEF0
OTHER SIDE J PRHB BLA6
REALLY BETTER J NKWR BTA3
Hazy J BHSP BLA6
BY MY SIDE
THE SMALL MIRROR PACK
JOPLIN
Popscreen

EDYAA03021-BLK

DC SHOES
CHINOOK 6 M BLTS BLK
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QTY

Commercial
value (€)

100
20
15
80
30
8
72
40
1
1
1
368

17,99
17,99
17,99
21,59
23,99
14,99
27,99
30,06
149
99
109,99

118

10,79

Beanie
Backpack
Backpack
Cap
Non RX Sunglass
Total

ADYHA03404-NNW4
EDYBP03129-KVJ0
EDYBP03138-NNW0
ADYHA00277-KVJ0
EDYEY03005-KVJ0

Backpack
Backpack
Backpack
Wallet
Luggage
CAP
Wallet
Watch
Solaire
Goggle
Total

EQYBP03270-BYJ8
EQYBP03270-TPM6
EQYBP03271-BRQ0
EQYAA03321-CTK0
EQYBL03075-KVJW
AQYHA03743-RPE0
EQYAA03278-BSW0
EQYWA03033-XKKC
EQYEY03017-XKKG
EQYTG03036-KVJ0

DIPPITY DO M HATS NNW4
BACKSTACK M BKPK KVJ0
CRESTLINE M BKPK NNW0
Double Up HDWR KVJ0
DC SHADES 2 M KVJ0

110
50
30
50
10

20,96
37,99
65,99
36,99
29,99

100
50
60
20
1
84
50
1
1
1

27,97
39,16
34,96
33,59
83,99
11,49
17,99
179
159
119,99

368
QUIKSILVER
1969 SPECIAL M BKPK BYJ8
1969 SPECIAL M BKPK TPM6
SCHOOLIE
MISS DOLLAR II
HORIZON
BAYRIDER
FRESHNESS II
THE GARAGE CLUB
FERRIS PREMIUM
Q2
368

The prizes will be provided as the following way:
- The winners will receive a promotion code on their email address;
- To be able to receive their prize, the winners have to buy at least one item from the e-store
website where they have registered (Quiksilver, Roxy, DC Shoes websites) and enter their
promotion code;
- Then, the prize will be sent to the winners with their item that they bought;
The winners have to use their promotion code and voucher before January 31st 2018. If they do not,
the prize will be definitely canceled.
5.2 Phase 2’s Prizes
The winner picked at the draw will win:
-

one-week stay (7 nights and 6 days) for two (2) people valued at 1 800 euros TTC including:
o The transport within a limit of an amount of 800 euros TTC. Our partner N’PY will
choose the means of transport;
o The accommodation in a flat of 2/4 persons at “Balcons du Soleil”, a 2-star residence
at Peyragudes Ski Centre;
o 6-days ski pass for 2 persons;
o 2 access to Spassio by Balnéa, valid for the 2017/2018 season.
The date of the stay will be chosen according to availability of the winner and the
accommodation but excluding school holidays 2017/2018.
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-

and two (2) skiing outfits (Jackets + Pants) valued at 450 euros TTC maximum per outfits, as
two (2) promotions codes, to be used respectively on the participating e-store website
(www.quiksilver.com, www.roxy.com, www.dcshoes.com). Each voucher can be used once
only. If a voucher is used for an article with a lower price, the difference cannot be used for
another purchase.
The winners have to use their promotions codes before January 31st 2018. If they do not,
the prize will be definitely canceled.

ARTICLE 6: CLAIM
Entering this contest implies full and unreserved acceptance of the terms set out in these rules.
Any breach of a term of these rules will disqualify the contestant who has committed the breach.
Any dispute on the interpretation of the rules will be settled by the organizers.
Any complaint must be sent before January 3rd, 2017, by registered letter with acknowledgment of
receipt to Mr Garcia Laurent, NA PALI SAS, 162 rue Belharra, 64500, Saint Jean de Luz, France. These
claims may only concern material conditions of the Contest’s implementation.
ARTICLE 7: PRIZE REMITTANCE
The prize will be accepted as it is described on this actual Contest rule. It cannot be exchanged or
returned, nor can they be substituted with financial compensation or the financial equivalent of the
prize. In any event, the terms and conditions for the prize remittance, the acceptance and the use of
the prize will be as per the terms defined or stipulated by the Organizing Company and which the
winner undertakes to accept, failing which the Organizing Company reserves the right to designate
another winner.
No change for any reason whatsoever may be requested of the Organizing Company.
It is stipulated that the Organizing Company will not provide any guarantee or support services, as the
prize consist solely in the prize remittance specified for the Contest.
The Organizing Company reserves the right to replace the prize(s) with prizes of equivalent value,
without the winner having the right to lodge any complaint whatsoever in this regard.
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ARTICLE 8: ORGANIZING COMPANY LIABILITY
The Organizing Company declines any liability for any dispute concerning the jury member’s choice of
the winner.
The Organizing Company may not under any circumstances be held liable for any delay in awarding
the prize or in the event that the winner cannot be awarded the prize for reasons beyond the control
of the Organizing Company.
In case that the prize cannot be sent by post, the terms for accepting it will be specified to the winner
in the prize confirmation email or by any other means at the convenience of the Organizing Company.
It is expressly acknowledged by the winner that the Organizing Company declines any liability for any
injuries or damages of any kind that may arise from the enjoyment of the prize awarded and/or result
from its use.
ARTICLE 9: WEB CONNECTION
Entering the contest implies the contestant’s knowledge and acceptance of the Internet's
characteristics and limitations, particularly with regard to technical performance, response times when
checking, querying or transferring data, the risks of interruption, connection-related risks, the lack of
protection against possible diversion of certain data and risks of contamination by any viruses in
circulation on the Internet. The Organizing Company may not be held liable, in particular, for
malfunctions that may affect the Internet or for any problem with the configuration or relating to a
specific browser.
The Organizing Company does not guarantee that the Internet site and/or Contest shall operate
without any interruption, that they do not contain any computing errors, or that any detected errors
will be corrected.
The Organizing Company may not be held liable in the event of a technical malfunction in the Contest,
if contestants are not able to log on to the Contest website or to enter the Contest, if it does not receive
the data relating to a contestant’s entry form for any reason for which it may not be held liable (for
example, an Internet connection problem due to any reason at the user’s premises), or if an entry form
is illegible or impossible to process (for instance, if the contestant has hardware or a software
environment that does not comply with his/her subscription) or in the event of email routing problems.
Contestants will not be entitled to any compensation in this regard.
Moreover, the Organizing Company may not be held liable for any damage, material or immaterial,
caused to contestants, their computer equipment and the data stored therein, or for any direct or
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indirect consequences that may ensue, particularly consequences on their personal, professional or
commercial activity.
ARTICLE 10: RULE MODIFICATION AND FRAUD
The Organizing Company reserves the right to revise these rules at any time and to take any decisions
it deems useful for the application and interpretation of the rules. The Organizing Company may inform
contestants of a revision by any means of its choosing.
The Organizing Company also reserves the right to modify, extend, cut short, suspend or cancel the
Contest, without warning, due to an event beyond its control, and in particular in the event of force
majeure or unforeseeable circumstances.
The Organizing Company reserves the right, in particular, if there is due cause, to declare invalid and/or
cancel all or part of the Contest if it appears that fraud or malfunctions have occurred in any form
whatsoever, particularly in computing aspects within the framework of entry to the Contest or
determination of the winner. In this case, it reserves the right not to award the prize to the fraudulent
contestants and/or to commence legal proceedings against the persons having committed the fraud.
An act of fraud immediately disqualifies the person having committed it.
The Organizing Company will not be liable in regard to the forgoing, and therefore the contestants will
not be entitled to any indemnity or compensation of any nature.
ARTICLE 11: PERSONAL DATA
It is reminded that to enter the Contest, the contestants must necessarily provide certain personal
information relating to them (name, address, etc.). This information is recorded and saved in an
electronic file and is essential to the eligibility of their entry, the determination of the winner and the
attribution and routing of the prizes. This information is provided to the Organizing Company and may
be submitted to its technical service providers and a service provider handling the shipping of the
prizes.
When the contestant will take part to this game, he/her agree to subscribe to the Organizing Company
newsletter. Therefore, the data could be used legally. Thus, the gathered data could be used by the
Organizing Company to keep the contestants better informed of its new products and offers that could
interest him/her.
In accordance with French law no. 78-17 of 6th January 1978 relating to information technology, files
and freedom, contestants have the right to access, modify or delete the data relating to them. To
exercise these rights, contestants must send a letter to the following address:
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NA PALI SAS,
For Mr Garcia Laurent
162 rue Belharra,
64500 Saint Jean de Luz
France
ARTICLE 12: BAILIFF
These rules are on file at the office of SCP DAGUERRE & MORAU, bailiff in Saint Jean de Luz (France).
They can be sent free of charge on written request submitted to Mr Garcia Laurent, NA PALI SAS, 162
rue Belharra, 64500, Saint Jean de Luz, France. The cost of postage for the contest rules will be
reimbursed on simple request (2nd-class rate in force).
ARTICLE 13: APPLICABLE LAW
These contests rules are subject of the French law.
ARTICLE 14: PRIVACY
Organizing Company may use any of the entrant’s personal information submitted in connection with
this game per the terms of the privacy policy located at www.quiksilver.com, www.roxy.com and
www.dcshoes.com.
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